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Abstract7

Advances in wireless communication have geared up extensive insights wherein the sensors can8

themselves communicate with other sensors that form significant parts of the Internet of9

Things (IoT). However, the large-scale acceptance of WSN for IoT is still surfacing threats10

and controversies that apprehend the security aspects. There are a lot of attacks that can11

manipulate the routein WSN for IoT. In this work, an Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin12

Onion Routing (OLC-ROR) method are designed to improve the throughput rate with13

minimum routing overhead and latency. The proposed method is based on a Centroid and14

Rabin Signature, a Digital Signature technique. First, the optimal route is identified by15

considering both the load and residual energy using Load Centroid function. Then onion16

routing is used for selecting secured route amongst the optimality. Besides, the node17

genuineness is checked by applying the Rabin Signature.18

19

Index terms— wireless sensor network, internet of things, security, load centroid, rabin signature, onion20
routing.21

1 Introduction22

he Internet of Things (IoT), where several devices are associated to share the data in different domains such23
as home automation, patient monitoring, industrial device monitoring, smart cities, and so on. Wireless Sensor24
Networks (WSNs), due to its ubiquitous devices, has been in use in recent years in many IoT applications.25
However, researchers have not complicatedly addressed the issue part during routing. A significant amount of26
research work in the domains of security, topology, and energy consumption in WSN for IoT has been managed27
in the recent past.28

Given view of the essential qualities of the sensor nodes in WSN, the constrained computing capability, and29
energy requirements, a Sector-based Random Routing (SRR) method was presented in [1] to address the Source30
Location Privacy (SLP) issues and therefore minimizing the energy consumption. With this objective, in SRR,31
the data packets were sent to random phantom sources that were situated in several sensors. These were then32
disseminated via all routes to arrive promptly at the sink node. Besides, the notion of a hop threshold was also33
included to manage the routing strategies and minimize energy consumption.34

Despite improvement observed in the energy consumption with minimum delay, the routing overhead was not35
considered. To minimize the routing overhead, the Load Centroid Optimal Route Identification model is applied36
to the WSN network that considers both load and residual energy to identify optimal routes.37

An Anchor-based Routing method was designed in [2] with constrained flooding and dynamic clustering. A38
novel type of event-based clustering model along with a novel clustering mechanism to be included dynamically.39
With the design of these models, energy consumption was said to be reduced with higher number of packets40
processed successfully by the sink. Data collection performed at the mobile sink was then said to be shared to41
the contended users via IoT infrastructure.42

Despite the improvement observed in the throughput rate, the security aspect was not covered. To improve the43
security with minimum latency and higher throughput, in this work, a Rabin Onion Secured Routing algorithm44
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3 RELATED WORKS

is designed. This algorithm not only identifies the secured route using Onion Routing but also ensures that the45
node with which the routing is carried out is also authenticated node or in other words, the genuineness of the46
node is checked via Rabin Signature.47

In this paper, we propose an optimal and secured routing to be followed in WSN for IoT, called Optimized48
Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Routing (OLC-ROR). OLC-ROR method aims at ensuring the routing overhead49
for IoT-based applications, i.e., for a smart city. To improve the efficiency of the throughput rate, the OLC-ROR50
method analyzes onion routes for obtaining secured routing and builds an Onion-based Route in WSN for IoT.51
Also, in contrast to existing anchor-based routing, OLC-ROR method leverages a Rabin Onion Secured Routing52
algorithm to ensure route T acquisition latency. Our selection secured routing algorithm is performed based on53
the Rabin signatures with minimum load and residual energy and, can reduce the routing overhead of the entire54
smart city network.55

The main contributions of the proposed work are summarized as follows:56
? We design a Load Centroid function that is exploited as the basis of constructing an optimal routing model57

to reduce the routing overhead. ? We identify serious security threats to the optimal routing in WSNs for IoT.58
Subsequently, a Rabin Onion Secured Routing algorithm is introduced to obtain secure routes with minimum59
route acquisition latency. ? A Rabin Signature is exclusively proposed to verify the genuineness of the node with60
which secured routing is said to be established, at the same time it also significantly improves the throughput rate61
incur by the secured routing. ? Theoretical analysis and empirical validations are done to show the significance62
of OLC-ROR method. It reduces the routing overhead and route acquisition latency with higher throughput63
rate.64

The paper is prearranged in the following sections. Section 2 describes the work related to security aspects65
in WSN for IoT. Section 3portrays the method of secure routing, Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion66
Routing (OLC-ROR). The simulation setup, along with the results, is depicted in Section 4 and Section 5,67
respectively. Finally, the concluding remarks are shown in Section 6.68

2 II.69

3 Related Works70

Adding the distinctiveness and the extent of the routing path can significantly improve the network safety time.71
But, the constrained energy consumption has to be also considered. In [3], a source location privacy protection72
scheme based on ring-loop routing (SLPRR) in WSNs for IoT was presented to solve the issues related to energy73
consumption. Three types of routing were first considered, followed by which the distinctiveness and routing74
extent were said to be enhanced. Finally, rings were formed in the non-hotspot area, therefore reducing energy75
consumption.76

With new improvements in IoT technology, authorized users are said to access reliable sensor nodes. By77
accessing the reliable sensor nodes, data are said to be first obtained, and commands are also sent to the destined78
nodes. However, designing an effectively secured authentication and key agreement scheme is significant due to79
the resource constrained nodes. In [4], secure and lightweight authentication and key agreement scheme for IoT80
based WSNs were designed, contributing to the security aspect.81

A survey on recent advancements in data trust, communication trust in WSN-assisted IoT was designed [5].82
However, security for both data and route was not ensured. To address this issue, a cross-layer based adaptive83
secured routing and data transmission process was designed in [6] to ensure data security.84

With the routing protocol susceptible to different types of attacks in WSN, which is an important network type85
of IoT. The correlation coefficient, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test approaches were combined to measure86
the trustworthiness of the Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) components and discard the false IMF components.87
Besides, Hilbert-Huang transformation and trust evaluation techniques [7] were also integrated to cover the88
security aspect.89

However, with the IoT edge nodes being exposed to different types of attacks, in [8], the focus was made on90
developing a lightweight authentication model for constrained end-devices, therefore ensuring security.91

Yet another convolutional technique concentrating on security aspect was designed in [9] to prevent malicious92
node attacks.93

A full evaluation of security attacks regarding WSNs and IoT, along with the methods to detect the types of94
attack, preventing the attacks, and mitigations of those attacks was presented in [10]. IoT is not only considered95
as the most favorable research topic but also considered as the blossoming industrial drift. The basic idea in96
the Internet is to bring objects; there are different methods because an IoT system is introduced in several97
applications. A WSN based IoT platform for wide-area and heterogeneous sensing applications was presented in98
[11].99

A concept of combining fault tolerance and secured routing model in WSN called as the Fault Tolerant Secured100
Routing (FASR) that ensures secured routes between the source node and sink nodes under faulty node constraints101
was presented in [12]. Here, faulty nodes were first identified via battery power and interference models. Next, the102
trustworthy nodes between fault-free nodes were then obtained using agent-based trust model. Finally, the data103
was found to be secured routed via fault-free non-compromised nodes to sink. Yet another secured and effective104
access control mechanism for WSN in the cross-domain context of the IoT [13] that permits an Internet user105
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in Certificate Less Cryptography (CLC) environment to communicate with a sensor node via an Identity-Based106
Cryptography (IBC) environment with different system parameters.107

A secure routing and monitoring model via multiple variant tuples using the Two-Fish (TF) symmetric108
key approach to identify and discard the malicious nodes in the network was designed in [14] based on the109
Authentication and Encryption Model (ATE). With the aid of the Eligibility Weight Function (EWF), the sensor110
guard nodes were identified and were hidden using a symmetric key approach. However, challenges posing security111
for the smart city was less focused. In [15], a scalable framework for authentication and hierarchical routing was112
designed to address the security issues. However, the energy efficiency of the node was not concentrated. In [16],113
presented an energy-aware and secure multi-hop routing protocol using a secret sharing scheme. So that reduces114
the energy consumption along with the network throughput and average end-to-end delay.115

An enhancement of the reactive routing protocol, called constrained flooding and dynamic clustering, was116
presented in [17]. Here, a novel eventbased clustering mechanism, in addition to the dynamic clustering technique,117
minimizing the energy consumption with higher data packets being processed successfully manner to the sink118
node.119

In [18], the networking characteristics required for smart city applications, besides networking protocols utilized120
to engage different data traffic streams, were introduced. A secure 3-way routing protocol for routing using121
cryptographic techniques for providing a high degree of security was introduced in [19].122

For the influence of constrained energy and networking attacks resulted from open transmission channels, a123
low-power and secure multi-hop routing technique based on the Markov state transition theory was presented124
in [20]. Here, with the random transmission route selection, typical attacks were said to be eliminated, thus125
resulting in secured data transmission with the reduced energy consumption.126

All the existing methods are given above utilized random route selection and balanced load to secure data127
transfer. Random route selection is not an effective approach as it consumed more routing overhead and route128
acquisition latency to generate the route according to load factor. Each node entering the network is provided129
with these load factors; therefore, for large networks it becomes more complex and more storage space is required,130
which is limited. In the proposed method, an optimal routing model is used to select the optimal route using131
minimum load centroid and residual energy and hence minimizing the routing overhead. Next, a secure route is132
obtained via onion routers, and node authentication is also checked using Rabin signature.133

4 III.134

5 Methodology135

In this section, an optimal and secured routing method to be followed in WSN for IoT called Optimized Load136
Centroid and Rabin Onion Routing (OLC-ROR) is designed. Here, two different models are used. First, optimal137
route identification is made by applying the Load Centroid function. The objective behind the use of the Load138
Centroid function is that it assists in minimizing the routing overhead because of the consideration of both139
minimum load and residual energy while selecting the route. Next, amongst optimal routes being identified,140
secured routing is followed by applying the Rabin Onion Routing model. The purpose of using this routing141
model is that by using Onion routing, the route acquisition latency is reduced, and using Rabin Signature,142
verification is performed, therefore ensuring security with a higher throughput rate. First, a network model used143
for the design of OLC-ROR is presented, followed by which the elaborate description is provided.144

6 a) Network model145

Let us assume a multi-hop WSN that comprises a number of sensor nodes?? = ?? 1 , ?? 2 , ? , ?? ?? , and some146
sink nodes ?? = ?? 1 , ?? 2 , ? . . , ?? ?? is deployed for one application (i.e., for a smart city) of IoT. The147
sensor nodes deployed in WSN within the wireless transmission range ’ ?? ’ directly send data packets ???? =148
???? 1 , ???? 2 , . . , ???? ?? to each other following a specified type of routing. The multi-hop communication149
is said to be enabled when the distance is said to be greater than the transmission range with the assumption150
that the sensor node in the network is a dense network where each sensor node has several neighbor nodes.151

Thus, this network is said to be defined by a graph ??(??, ??) . Here, ?? represents the set of sensor nodes152
and, ?? represents the set of links between the sensor nodes in the network. Besides, a link is represented by153
???????? ??,?? ? ??, if the distance between the sender nodes ?? ? ?? and the receiver node ?? ? ?? is smaller154
than the transmission range ??. Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Secured Routing in Wireless Sensor155
Network for IoT Figure 1 given above depicts a scenario of WSN in IoT with a single source node ??, single156
destination node ??, with multiple sensor nodes ’?? 1 ’, ’?? 2 ’, ’?? 3 ’, ’?? 4 ’, ’?? 5 ’, ’?? 7 ’, ’?? 8 ’, ’?? 9 ’,157
one sink node ’?? 6 ’respectively that also acts as the gateway node. Therefore, multiple sensor nodes join the158
internet through a gateway or sink node. In this work, an IoT-enabled WSN for a smart city is designed that159
uses different types of IoT sensors for route optimization and secured routing.?? 1 ?? ? ?? 2 ? ?? 5 ? ?? ?? 2160
?? ? ?? 4 ? ?? ?? 3 ?? ? ?? 3 ? ?? ?? 4 ?? ? ?? 7 ? ?? 9 ? ?? ?? 5 ?? ? ?? 1 ? ?? 7 ? ?? 9 ? ?? ?? 6 ?? ? ??161
5 ? ?? 4 ? ?? ?? ?? 1 ?? 2 ?? 7 ?? 8 ?? 5 ?? 4 ?? 3 ?? ?? 9162
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12 7:

7 b) Load Centroid Optimal Route Identification163

In an IoT-enabled WSN, different routes are said to exist with the advantages of following one route over another164
route. Therefore, multiple routes are said to exist for an IoT-enabled WSN. However, the optimal route has to be165
identified. In this section, Optimal Route Identification is said to be made using Load Centroid function. Table166
1, given below shows the sample routes identified for figure 1.167

In the field of mathematics, centroid refers to the center of the load, the imaginary point of mass168
concentration.With the sample routes identified, in our study, the concept of Load Centroid is used to identify169
the optimal route. So, the route with minimal load and average residual energy is said to be an optimal route170
when compared to the other routes. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the Load Centroid Optimal Route171
Identification model. For each sensor nodes ’?? = ?? 1 , ?? 2 , ? . , ?? ?? ’ with source node ’??’, destination172
node ’??’173

8 3:174

Measure position of the load centroid with respect to ’??’ axis using (1)175

9 4:176

Measure position of the load centroid with respect to ’??’ axis using (2)177

10 5:178

Measure residual energy centroid with respect to ’??’ axis using (3)179

11 6:180

Measure residual energy centroid with respect to ’??’ axis using (4)181

12 7:182

Return (load balanced optimal route) As depicted in the above figure 2, the first optimal route identification is183
performed by applying Load Centroid function along with the residual energy.184

The pseudo-code representation of load-balanced optimal route identification using Load and residual energy185
centroid function is given below.186

As given in the above algorithm, for each sensor nodes with source node requesting to send the data packets,187
the position of load centroid, followed by residual energy centroid are measured. The equations ( ??) and ( ??)188
given below are utilized to measure the position of the load centroid and is formulated as given below.?? ???? =189
???? ?? ???? = ? ?? * ?????? ? ?????? (1) ?? ???? = ???? ?? ???? = ? ?? * ?????? ? ?????? (2)190

From the above equations ( ??) and (2), ?? , ??, represents the coordinates of the node ?? , ?? ???? and191
?? ???? symbolizes the results of load coordinates with ?? representing the node density, ???? ?? , ???? ??192
representing the static moment to the ?? axis and ?? axis for a differential of load ???? respectively. Then, the193
residual energy centroid ?????? for two different axes ?? and ?? is measured as given below.?? ?????? = ? ??194
??_???? ?? ???? * ?? ?? ??=0 ?? (3) ?? ?????? = ? ?? ??_???? ?? ???? * ?? ?? ??=0 ?? (4)195

From the above equations ( ??) and (4), ?? ??_???? , represents the residual energy of node ?? with an initial196
energy of ?? ???? respectively. If the load of the sensor nodes is known and said to be distributed in an even197
fashion, then equations (3) and ( ??) are used to measure the position of the load centroid. However, for IoT-198
based WSN, the influence of node load in the network is not required for the network lifetime. Therefore, with the199
node load information and the residual energy, the equations ( ??) and ( ??) are used to measure the position of200
the residual energy centroid. Therefore, the residual energy centroid has the influence of the energy distribution201
during the smooth operation of the network. Hence, in this work, both the load and residual energy centroid202
are considered in an integrated manner to select the optimal route. With this, the routing overhead incurred in203
identifying the optimal route is said to be reduced. Table2, given below shows the optimal routes identified after204
applying the load centroid function. The goal here is to propose a model that performs point-to-point routing205
authentication with IoTbased WSN. There is another issue of plotting secure and efficient routing protocols that206
have both high network performance via route acquisition latency and security with a higher throughput rate.207
Although the researcher has outlined several security mechanisms for a few existing secured routing protocols.208
Yet, there is no standard secured routing model for IoT-based WSN that performs best regarding performance209
(i.e., minimum route acquisition latency) and performance (i.e. maximum throughput rate).210

In this work, with the objective of securing both the route and the carrier node, a Rabin Onion Secured211
Routing algorithm is designed. The proposed routing algorithm is to select a secured route while considering212
the key when selecting the forwarding route. Also, carrier node genuineness is a key requirement for IoT-based213
WSN. Thus, we also propose a model to balance between throughput and route acquisition latency in our Rabin214
Onion Secured Routing model.215

Rabin Onion Secured Routing ensures anonymous communication over a computer network, where the nodes216
are encapsulated in layers of encryption, related to the layers of an onion. The encrypted data is transmitted217
through a series of intermediate or relay nodes called onion routers, uncovering the data’s next destination. When218
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the final node is decrypted, the data packet arrives at its destination, ensuring both secured routing with the219
correctness of carrier node genuineness. The sender node is said to be anonymous because each intermediate node220
knows only the location of the immediately preceding and following nodes. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of221
Rabin Onion Secured Routing.222

Figure 3 shows a Rabin Onion Secured Routing model followed for IoT-based WSN with a sample of three223
intermittent nodes between the source and destination node. This onion secured routing model is applied once224
the optimal routes are said to be identified.225

With the optimal routes, secured routing amongst them is identified by following onion routing. The source226
node with access to all the encryption keys, i.e., ?? = ?? 1 , ?? This triple encrypted layer message is then sent227
to the first intermediate node ?? 1 . Here, ?? 1 only has the address of ?? 2 and ?? 1 . Hence, it decrypts the228
message using ?? 1 and perceives that it does not make any sense since it still has two layers of encryption. So,229
it passes it on to ?? 2 . Here, ?? 2 has ?? 2 and the addresses of the input & exit nodes. So, it decrypts the230
message using ?? 2 perceiving that it is still encrypted and passes it onto the exit node. Now, the ?? 3 peels of231
the last layer of encryption and pass it on to the destination node.232

The destination node processes the request and serves up the desired source node as a response. The response233
passes through the same sensors in the opposite direction where each node puts on a layer of encryption using234
their specific key. It finally reaches the source node in the form of a triple encrypted response that is said to be235
decrypted as the source node has access to all the keys. The pseudo-code representation of Rabin Onion Secured236
Routing is given below.237

As given in the above algorithm, for each Optimal route??, with source node ?? destination node ??, the238
source node ?? selects primes ??, ?? and measures the product as given below.ð�??”ð�??” = ?? * ??(5)239

With the measured product, the source node ??, then chooses a random ?? in {1,2, ? , ð�??”ð�??”} with public240
key ???? ?????? and private key ???? ?????? as given below.???? ?????? ? (ð�??”ð�??”, ??)(6)241

???? ?????? ? (??, ??)242
To send a data packet ????, the source node ?? picks random padding ????and is written as given243

below.ð�??”ð�??”???? = ???? * ???? ?????? ð�??”ð�??” (8)244
Then, the source node solves the Rabin Signature written as given below.???? = ??(?? + ??), ?????? ð�??”ð�??”245

= (???? * ???? ?????? ð�??”ð�??”)(9)246
The signature on ???? is the pair (????, ??). Finally, authentication of the sensor is performed via verifying247

the genuineness of the node. Given a data packet ????, and a signature (????, ??) , the verifier calculates ??(?? +248
??), ?????? ð�??”ð�??” and (???? * ???? ?????? ð�??”ð�??”) and verifies that they are equal. Hence, by applying249
Rabin Onion Secured Routing, both the secured routes obtained via Onion Routing, and the genuineness of the250
selected routing node is verified using Rabin Signature. Therefore, both the route acquisition latency is said to251
be reduced and throughput rate is improved, ensuring secured routing.252

13 Simulation Setup253

The performance of the Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Routing (OLC-ROR) method is evaluated in254
this section. Simulations were carried out to compare the performance of the OLC-ROR method. The following255
results compare the performance characteristics of Sector-based Random Routing (SRR) [1] method, Anchor-256
based Routing [2] method with proposed OLC-ROR method in a simulated environment. In our implementation,257
sensor nodes are placed randomly in the network of 1000m * 1000m. Each simulation result is based on ten258
iterations. The practical networks include a notable number of malicious nodes, and their consequences have to259
be circumvented. The results are summarized in Table ?? The version of NS-2 used in our simulation is NS-2.35.260

In the network scenario, 500 sensor nodes were deployed of homogeneous characteristics. Initially, all nodes261
have 2J energy levels, whereas the transmission power for each node is fixed to 25m. The proposed method262
is compared with [1] and [2], and the performance is evaluated in terms of routing overhead, route acquisition263
latency, and throughput.264

V.265

14 Discussion266

This section presents the performance evaluation of the Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Routing267
(OLC-ROR) method. Its effectiveness is analyzed for secured routing in WSN for IoT that represents a dense268
IoT routing with sensor networks. Here, we show how with the aid of OLC-ROR method can follow optimal269
routing where there are several sensors. Furthermore, we compared the OLC-ROR method with that of SRR [1]270
and Anchor-based Routing [2] for ensuring secured routing for IoT once all the three methods have a common271
goal to detect optimal route and also we can show improvement from OLC-ROR compared to the previous work.272

15 a) Performance analysis of routing overhead273

The first metric considered for analysis is the routing overhead. Whenever an optimal route has to be found, a274
considerable amount of overhead is said to be incurred. Lower the routing overhead, more efficient and optimal275
the route is said to be and vice versa. The routing overhead is written as given below.276
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20 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR ROUTE ACQUISITION LATENCY

16 ???? =277

???? ?????? +???? ?????? ???? ?????? (10) From the above equation ( ??0), the routing overhead ???? refers to278
the ratio of summation of the total passed data packets ???? ?????? and the total control messages ???? ??????279
to the total passed data packets ???? ?????? respectively. Let us consider 1000 data packets with different types280
of IoT sensors in a smart city environment, and let us assume the 100 control packet. Then, the routing overhead281
using the proposed OLC-ROR, SRR [1], and Anchor-based Routing [2] is measured as given below.282

17 Sample calculation for routing overhead283

? Proposed OLC-ROR: With 25 number of totals passed data packets and 20 number of total control messages,284
the routing overhead measured is given below. Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Secured Routing in285
Wireless Sensor Network for IoT Table 4, given below shows the tabulation results of routing overhead for variant286
number of packets considered in the range of 25 to 250 for three different methods, OLC-ROR, SRR [1], and287
Anchorbased Routing [2].288

18 ????289

The Figure given above shows the routing overhead for three different methods, OLC-ROR, SRR [1], and Anchor-290
based Routing [2]. The number of packets is varied in the range of 25 to 250 for ten different simulation runs291
with each packet varying in the size of 512 bytes. Routing overhead refers to the number of routing packets292
required for network communication. The proposed algorithms used for routing produces a considerable number293
of small-sized packets and are referred to as the routing packets. However, routing packets do not carry any294
application content, as in the case of the data packets. But routing packets and the data packets shares the same295
network bandwidth, and therefore routing packets are considered as an overhead in the WSN. This overhead296
is referred to as the routing overhead, lesser the routing overhead, efficient is the method said to be. Figure 4297
shows the RO of the three methods. The RO is found to be reduced when applied with the OLC-ROR method298
when compared to [1] and [2]. The improvement or the minimization of routing overhead using the OLC-ROR299
method is due to the application of the Load Centroid Optimal Route Identification algorithm. By applying300
this algorithm, both position of the load centroid and residual energy centroid is considered while selecting the301
optimal route. Therefore, a route possessing minimal load and lesser residual energy is selected as an optimal302
route via load and residual energy centroid function. Proposed method minimizes the routing overhead by 15%303
when compared to [1] and 28% when compared to [2].304

19 b) The Performance measure of routing acquisition latency305

The second metric used while considering secured routing in WSN for IoT is the route acquisition306
From the above equation ( 11), the route acquisition latency ?????? is measured based on the time at which307

a signature is generated to request a route for data packet ?? ??,?????? and ?? ??,?????? refers to the time at308
which the first valid route offer for data packet ?? is received by the source IoT device and ?? is the number309
of nodes in the network. The sample calculations for route acquisition latency using the proposed OLC-ROR,310
existing SRR [1], and existing Anchor-based Routing [2] is given below.311

20 Sample calculations for route acquisition latency312

? Proposed OLC-ROR: With 50 number of nodes considered for simulation and 0.035???? refers to the time313
between the request and response, the route acquisition latency is measured as given below. ?????? = 0.035????314
* 50 = 1.75????315

? Existing SRR [1]: With 50 number of nodes considered for simulation and 0.055???? refers to the time316
between the request and response, the route acquisition latency is measured as given below. ?????? = 0.055????317
* 50 = 2.75????318

? Existing Anchor-based Routing [2]: With 50 number of nodes considered for simulation and 0.075???? refers319
to the time between the request and response, the route acquisition latency is measured as given below.320

?????? = 0.075???? * 50 = 3.75????321
Table 5 given below, shows the tabulation results of route acquisition latency for variant number nodes322

considered in the range of 50 to 500 for three different methods, OLC-ROR, SRR [1], and Anchorbased Routing323
[2]. Year 2020 ( ) E © 2020 Global Journals Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Secured Routing in324
Wireless Sensor Network for IoT ??igure 5 given above shows the performance evaluation of route acquisition325
latency over different numbers of nodes in the range of 50 to 500 for ten different simulation runs conducted at326
different time intervals over a wide area of network sizing 1000m*1000m. From the figure it is evident that, with327
increasing number of nodes, different numbers of optimal routes have to be identified and hence higher the route328
acquisition latency. From the simulations conducted for 50 numbers of sensor nodes, an optimal route to the sink329
node is identified within 1.75ms using the proposed OLC-ROR method, 2.75ms when applying with the SRR [1]330
method and Anchor-based Routing [2] method respectively. Route acquisition latency is said to be reduced using331
the OLC-ROR method when compared to [1] and [2]. By applying this algorithm, both the secured route and332
the genuineness of the node is identified. Here, a secured route is obtained via the onion route, and genuineness333
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of the intermediate node is verified via the Rabin signature. Therefore, optimal and secured routes are obtained334
and with which the data packets are forwarded, minimizing the route acquisition latency using the OLC-ROR335
method by 24% compared to [1] and 52% compared to [2] respectively.336

21 c) Performance measure of through put337

Throughput refers to the average number of data packets successfully received per second to the number of338
data packets sent is given by ???? = ???? ?????? ?????? ???????? (12) From the above equation ( ??2),339
the throughput rate ???? is measured based on the data packets successfully received ???? ?????? and the340
data packets sent ?????? ???????? . It is measured in terms of percentage (%). The sample calculations for341
throughput using the proposed OLC-ROR method, existing SRR [1], and anchor-based routing [2] are given342
below. Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Secured Routing in Wireless Sensor Network for IoT ??igure343
6, given above, shows the graphical representation of throughput rate. The figure x-axis refers to the number344
of data packets considered for experimentation, and the y-axis refers to the throughput rate. Here, the data345
packets considered for experimentation differ in the range of 25 to 250, with the packet size being 512 bytes for a346
maximum node speed of 20 km/hr spreading over a radio range of 250 m. From the figure, it is illustrative that347
the rate of throughput decreases with the increase in the number of data packets. As a result of that, with the348
increase in the number of data packets to be sent to the sink node specified for a stipulated destination node,349
the number of intermediate nodes in the network increases, and therefore the throughput rate reduces. However,350
from the simulation it is evident that with 25 number of data packets to be sent, the number of data packets351
received at the sink node using OLC-ROR method was found to be 22, 21 number of data packets received at352
the sink node using SRR [1] and 20 number of data packets received at the sink node using anchor-based routing353
[2]. From this, it is inferred that the throughput rate is found to be higher using the OLC-ROR method because354
of the application of Rabin signature and Onion routing. With this, anonymous communication over a computer355
network is said to be ensured. As a result of that, the nodes are encapsulated in layers, and the encrypted356
data is transmitted via a series of relay nodes called onion routers, uncovering the data’s next destination. In357
this manner, security for the node carrying the data packets is said to be ensured. Besides, genuineness of the358
nodes in onion routers is established by applying the Rabin signature following random padding. In this way,359
throughput is said to be improved using the OLC-ROR method by 6% compared to [1] and 13% compared to360
[2], respectively.361

22 Sample calculation for throughput362

23 VI.363

24 Conclusion364

In this paper, we present a secured routing in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) for the Internet of Things365
(IoT) using the Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Routing (OLC-ROR) method. The main aim is to366
improve the throughput rate and minimizes the routing overhead and route acquisition latency. Most of the367
optimal routing mechanisms focus on the energy consumption aspect and adopt the source location privacy and368
clustering for data routing. As a result, such solutions are non-feasible in dynamic scenarios where security plays369
a major role in routing. The proposed method designs a method that not only reduces the routing overhead370
and route acquisition latency but also improves the throughput rate, ensuring security in a significant manner.371
First, optimal route identification was made by determining the route possessing minimum load centroid and the372
residual energy, therefore reducing routing overhead. Next, the optimized secured routes were identified based373
on Onion routers using encapsulation, which reducing the route acquisition latency.374

Furthermore, the proposed method concentrated on the genuineness of the node that was ready to be routed375
using a Rabin signature, which ensured the throughput rate and therefore forming security. Simulation results376
have shown the OLC-ROR method effectiveness in securing the IoT network route as well as its low routing377
overhead and route acquisition latency with higher throughput.

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 ,
378
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Figure 2: Figure 1 :

1

Number of Routes identified Routing Pattern

Figure 3: Table 1 :
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based
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Route identification Load centroid

Residual energy
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5
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I
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End

End
for

Algorithm 1: Load Centroid Optimal Route Identification Global Journal of Com-
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Figure 4:
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Number of Routes identified Routing Pattern
?? 2 ?? ? ?? 4 ? ??
?? 3 ?? ? ?? 3 ? ??

Figure 5: Table 2 :
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Optimized Load Centroid and Rabin Onion Secured Routing in Wireless Sensor Network for IoT
Year
2020

1: Begin 7
2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7:
8: 9: 10:

For each Optimal routes ’??’, with sensor nodes ’??’
with encryption keys, ’??’ For each source node ’??’
with destination node ’??’ Select public key and private
key using (6) and (7) Solve the rabin function using (9)
Measure the genuineness of intermediate node via Node
said to be genuine Perform secured routing End if

Volume
XX
Issue II
Version I

11: 12: If ’??(?? + ??), ?????? ð�??”ð�??” <> (???? * ????
?????? ð�??”ð�??”)’ Node said to be not genuine

( ) E

13: 14: 15: 16:
17: 18: End

Go to step 4 Return (Robust secured routing ’????’)
End if End for End for Algorithm 2: Rabin Onion
Secured Routing

Global
Journal
of Com-
puter
Science
and
Technol-
ogy

© 2020 Global Journals

[Note: 2 , ? , ?? ?? encrypts the message wrapping it under three layers like an onion. Input: Optimal routes ’
If ’??(?? + ??), ?????? ð�??”ð�??” = (???? * ???? ?????? ð�??”ð�??”)’]

Figure 6:

3

Parameters Description
Network size 1000m * 1000m
Total number of nodes 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400,

450, 500
Simulation time 100s
Max node speed 20 km/hr
Initial energy 2J
Traffic source Constant Bit Rate
Packet size 512 bytes
Radio range 250m
Mobility Random way point
Node’s transmission range 25m

Figure 7: Table 3 :
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4

Number of packets OLC-ROR Routing overhead (ra-
tio) SRR

Anchor-based Rout-
ing

25 1.8 1.84 1.88
50 2.1 2.3 3.1
75 2.4 2.7 3.3
100 2.5 3 3.8
125 2.8 3.3 4.1
150 3.1 3.8 4.5
175 3.3 4.1 5
200 3.5 4.5 5.3
225 4.1 5 5.5
250 4.5 5.3 5.9

Figure 8: Table 4 :
5

Number of
nodes

OLC-ROR Route acquisition latency (ms) SRR Anchor-based Routing

50 1.75 2.75 3.75
100 2.25 3.15 5.25
150 2.45 3.35 6.15
200 3.15 3.85 6.35
250 3.35 4.15 6.55
300 3.55 4.55 7.15
350 3.85 5.35 8.35
400 4.35 5.55 8.85
450 4.55 5.95 9.15
500 5.25 6.25 9.55

Figure 9: Table 5 :

???? = 22
25

* 100
= 88%

? Existing SRR [1]: With 25 number of data packets to
be sent and 21 number of data packets received at
the sink node, the overall throughput rate is
measured as given below.
???? = 21

25
* 100
= 84%

? Existing anchor-based routing [2]: With 25 number
of data packets to be sent and 20 number of data
packets received at the sink node, the overall
throughput rate is measured as given below.
???? = 20

25
* 100
= 80%

Figure 10: ?
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Figure 11: Table 6 ,

6

Number of data Throughput (kbps)
packets OLC-ROR SRR Anchor-based Routing
25 88 84 80
50 85.35 82.15 79.35
75 81.25 80.45 78.15
100 80.35 77.15 77.55
125 80.25 75.35 73.25
150 80.15 74.25 72.15

Figure 12: Table 6 :
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